MBS Market Report

MBS RECAP: Relentlessly Determined To Grind
Sideways Into Weekend
By: Matthew Graham | Thu, Jun 14 2012, 4:18 PM

MBS Live: MBS Afternoon Market Summary
Not too much to say about what's going on here... In the longer term, trading ranges have
been consolidating. Both MBS and Treasuries are near the mid-point of these longerterm converging trends--obviously trying to set up in relatively neutral territory ahead of this
weekend's truck-load of market moving potential. Today's entire trading session was
spent merely paying more attention to holding sideways than to any of the events that
transpired. We got tricked into paying attention, thinking perhaps that the 30yr Auction, or
the headline noted in the alerts below would be significant market movers. Well, they
were market movers, but were ultimately thwarted by this huge amount of sideways
momentum ahead of Greek elections and Wednesday's FOMC.

MBS Pricing Snapshot
Pricing shown below is delayed, please note the timestamp at the bottom. Real time
pricing is available via MBS Live.

MBS & Treasury
MBS Prices
UMBS 5.0
UMBS 5.5
GNMA 5.0
GNMA 5.5

Price
100.03
101.34
100.20
101.23

Change
+0.05
+0.11
+0.02
+0.02

Pricing as of: 1/9 5:04PM EST

Treasuries
2 YR
5 YR
7 YR
10 YR
30 YR

Yield
4.2140
3.6750
3.6117
3.5413
3.6715

Change
+0.0060
+0.0080
+0.0117
+0.0143
+0.0205

Pricing as of: 1/9 7:11PM EST

Average Mortgage Rates

FNMA 3.5
GNMA 3.5
FHLMC 3.5
104-27 : -0-01 106-25 : -0-04 104-19 : -0-02
FNMA 4.0
GNMA 4.0
FHLMC 4.0
106-07 : -0-02 109-04 : -0-04 105-29 : -0-02
FNMA 4.5
GNMA 4.5
FHLMC 4.5
107-04 : -0-03 109-18 : -0-06 106-22 : -0-03
FNMA 5.0
GNMA 5.0
FHLMC 5.0
108-06 : -0-03 110-12 : -0-04 107-15 : -0-02
Pricing as of 4:04 PM EST

Afternoon Reprice Alerts and Updates
Below is a recap of instant Reprice Alerts and updates issued via email and text alert to
MBS Live subscribers this afternoon.

Mortgage Rates
30 Yr. Fixed
15 Yr. Fixed
30 Yr. Jumbo
5/1 ARM
30 Yr. FHA
30 Yr. VA
Rates as of: 1/9

3:16PM : ALERT ISSUED: Bond Markets Holding Ground Impressively After
Central Bank Headline
The fact that 10yr yields haven't broken any higher than the day's previous highs is
impressive. In fact, it feels like we're seeing a sort of glorious "enough is enough"
moment where bond markets are putting their foot down and refusing to buy into the hype
that has caused so many gyrations in recent months.
Negative reprice risk lessens with each passing moment that MBS and TSYs continue to
hold their ground. A coordinated central bank action wasn't off the radar by any means, but
a candid "if/then" announcement such as this, is something of a surprise. Yet bond
markets don't look nearly as surprised as stocks--a fact that we'll reiterate, is impressive.
3:09PM : ALERT ISSUED: BIG DEAL HEADLINE HITS. NEGATIVE REPRICE RISK
No telling where this one will take us, but it looks big:
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Rate
6.14%
5.40%
5.72%
6.05%
5.82%
5.85%

Change
-0.06
-0.30
+0.02
-0.16
-0.18
-0.20
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RTRS - CENTRAL BANKS PREPARING FOR COORDINATED ACTION TO PROVIDE
LIQUIDITY IF NEEDED AFTER GREEK ELECTION-G20 SOURCES
This is risk-positive... Stocks and bond yields surging, MBS falling to lows. Will possibly
keep heading in these unfriendly directions, so we'd say reprice risk is increasing due to
the "wow factor" of the headline, even though trading levels don't quite justify a reprice yet.
1:20PM : ALERT ISSUED: Longer-Dated Treasuries Holding Support. Victory For
MBS
10's thus far, definitely fighting off any thought of testing mid 1.64's ceilings, down to
1.6266 currently. 30's backed down from quick trip to 2.74+ ceiling to 2.728 currently. MBS
approve.
Fannie 3.5's looking technically sound, several ticks above the 104-24 pivot at 104-26.
Crossing below 104-24 would signal increasing risks. The comparable level for 3.0's is
roughly 102-05, and we generally have to keep an eye on both these days. Point being, a
break below either pivot point signifies increasing risk even if the other coupon is holding.
Bottom line though, these pivot point tests/breaks ARE NOT occurring now, and may not
occur at all if benchmarks continue to shy away from the initial post-auction weakness. So
far so good, steady as she goes, and all the rest of those colloquialisms can be taken as
read...
1:09PM : ALERT ISSUED: Bond Markets Retreating After Weak 30yr Auction.
Reprice Risk?
We haven't seen MBS move markedly to the downside yet, but it could be coming given the
breakout move higher in yield from benchmarks. we'd watch 1.6471 as an overhead pivot
there and 104-24 in Fannie 3.5's.
Again, to be clear, MBS have NOT experienced the same swing into negative territory yet,
but we're on the defensive considering the swings seen in benchmarks. Auction was
weak, but not super weak. Still a chance to hold ground with this one... Too soon to tell,
but MBS looking resilient so far.

Live Chat Featured Comments
A recap of the featured comments from the MBS Live Dashboard's Live Chat feature,
utilized by hundreds of industry professionals each day.
Bill Laffey : "Cole Taylor just cancelled their Streamline program effective today."
Jason Wilborn : "been here, done that and economies are still struggling sort a thing"
Jason Wilborn : "the Central Bank news will make equities jubilant in the short term, but
the statement itself indicates possible big problems on the Horizon -I think Bond traders
see through the initial shock and awe approach"
rford : "what a rollercoaster"
Matthew Graham : "
MBS Live Alert Issued 3:16 PM
Bond Markets Holding Ground Impressively After Central Bank Headline
Read The Full Alert "
Brett Boyke : " ramp it then short it"
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Adam Quinones : "last chance to do it before the elections"
Adam Quinones : "the headline was to get ahead of markets before they sold off S&Ps
overnight.."
Jason Wilborn : "stocks jump 100 points"
Patrick Waldron : "Stocks certainly liked it."
Jason Wilborn : "as will stocks"
Jason Wilborn : "gold will rally on that news I think"
Matthew Graham : "RTRS - CENTRAL BANKS PREPARING FOR COORDINATED
ACTION TO PROVIDE LIQUIDITY IF NEEDED AFTER GREEK ELECTION-G20
SOURCES "
Matthew Graham : "RTRS - GREECE'S RADICAL LEFTIST LEADER TSIPRAS SAYS
COUNTDOWN IN EUROPE HAS BEGUN FOR END OF AUSTERITY PLANS "
Matthew Graham : "RTRS - GREECE'S RADICAL LEFTIST LEADER TSIPRAS SAYS
SPAIN SHOWED POSSIBLE TO STAY IN EURO WITHOUT AUSTERITY MEMORANDUM"
Matthew Graham : "RTRS - GREECE'S RADICAL LEFTIST LEADER TSIPRAS SAYS
BAILOUT MEMORANDUM WILL BELONG TO THE PAST AFTER SUNDAY'S ELECTION
BUT VOWS TO KEEP GREECE IN EURO "
Matthew Graham : "waiting to see what this dude does to the global economy on Monday
morning before thinking about anything else..."
Christopher Stevens : "So are we thinking Fed extends Operation Twist before venturing
into QE3?"
Rob Clark : "b- from santelli"
Steve Chizmadia : "Just some jitters. Nothing to see here. Move along"
Adam Quinones : "not at the moment"
Adam Quinones : "nah"
Mike Ford : "are we headed for rate change?"
Matthew Graham : "right on the screws in terms of stopping yield, or a .001 tail if we're
nitpicky, low BTC, but not appallingly low. B- in context, C out of context"
Matthew Graham : "RTRS - US TREASURY - PRIMARY DEALERS TAKE $5.65 BLN OF
29-YEAR 11-MONTH BONDS SALE, INDIRECT $4.22 BLN "
Matthew Graham : "RTRS - U.S. 29-year 11-month bond BID-TO-COVER RATIO 2.40,
NON-COMP BIDS $8.66 MLN "
Matthew Graham : "RTRS- U.S. SELLS $13 BLN 29-YEAR 11-MONTH BONDS AT HIGH
YIELD 2.720 PCT, AWARDS 32.38 PCT OF BIDS AT HIGH "
Matthew Graham : "1PM when-issued yield at 2.721"
Matthew Graham : "30yr Auction coming right up. Last two re-openings bid-to-cover at
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2.76 and 2.70. "
Patrick McCarroll : "Spouse has to sign in community property state"
Thomas Nelson : "If somebody knows why the spouse doesn't have to sign on a
purchase for conventional....it would be great knowledge to have. We just closed one on
May 18th that was this way."
seth palagyi : "ted, not sure if you found your answer from last night, but yes, streams can
comingle with non-streams in ginnie pools"
Jason Adams : "REPRICE: 11:21 AM - Flagstar Better"
Matthew Graham : "RTRS- DEALERS SUBMITTED $5.40 BLN OF TREASURIES FOR
CONSIDERATION IN FED PURCHASE -NY FED "
Matthew Graham : "RTRS- FED BOUGHT $2.04 BILLION OF TREASURIES MATURING
BETWEEN FEB 2036 AND FEB 2042 -NY FED "

Read what our user's have to say about MBS Live on LinkedIn.

» Start a two week free trial of MBS Live.
View this Article: https://www.mortgagenewsdaily.com/markets/06142012-mbsrecap-6-14-2012
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